DNA based customized nutraceutical "gene therapy" utilizing a genoscore: a hypothesized paradigm shift of a novel approach to the diagnosis, stratification, prognosis and treatment of inflammatory processes in the human.
We hypothesize that using a multi-variant nutrigenomic index for the purposes of customizing or adjusting the formulation of nutritional supplements will result in an improved and novel approach to the diagnosis, stratification, prognosis, and treatment of inflammatory processes in the human. This multi-variant genetic index, or Genoscore, is derived by analyzing genotype and/or phenotype through measuring multiple genetic mutations of single nucleotide polymorphisms, gene expression, or other forms of genetic and phenotypic measurements. We also propose that manipulation of neurochemical reward circuitry in the mesolimbic brain region providing dopamine release at the nucleus accumbens (NAc), will have both pain and stress relief benefists, which are a cornerstone to the human inflammatory process. This hypothesis, applies to all genes currently discovered or which will be discovered and any nutritional or dietary supplement ingredient currently available or which will become available. For example, if a DNA test was measuring two genes through single nucleotide polymorphisms (Gene A and Gene B), the index scores (Genoscore) that would be reported to the clinician and patient would be based upon the number of mutations. An index score of 0 would mean no mutation. An index score of 1 may mean a mutation in Gene A. An Index Score of 2 may mean a mutation in Gene B. An Index Score of 3 may mean a mutation in Gene A and Gene B, resulting in a simple report, easily understandable to both the clinician and patient that provides insights into disease diagnosis, stratification, prognosis, as well as the metabolism, efficacy and/or toxicity associated with specific vitamins, minerals, herbal supplements, homeopathic ingredients and other ingredients in the nutritional and/or dietary supplement regimen. Furthermore, we have provided support that evidence shows the importance of the dopaminergic connection as an anti-pain and anti-stress molecule, working at the mesocorticolimbic region of the brain, specifically at the NAc. Additionally, we have provided support that clinical evidence demonstrates the effectiveness and safety of natural substances for joint health, such as glucosamine sulfate , chondroitin sulfate, and Ganoderma lucidum.